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The Doppler imaging (DI) is an effective inversion method for the reconstruction
of stellar surface maps. The time series of high-resolution spectra used in this
approach allow inferring the temperature and overabundance spots, the magnetic
field, and the non-radial pulsations. Typically, the DI problem is solved with reg-
ularized chi-square minimization that produces solutions that fit observed varia-
tions in line profiles. Here we propose a different approach to this task based on
the deep neural networks (DNN). We test the method on a synthetic dataset and
show that DNN models can give results comparable to traditional techniques in
a much shorter time, which is important due to the rapidly increasing number of
available data.

1 Data description

Data used in this work are composed of abundance maps and related synthetic time
series of spectra. To compute synthetic spectra we used stellar atmosphere modelling
codes ATLAS/SYNTHE (Kurucz, 1970). Following the work by Kochukhov (2017),
atmosphere model with the effective temperature, Teff = 7000 K, the surface gravity,
log g = 4.0, the microturbulence, vmic = 2 km s−1, and the solar metallicity was used.
We focused our interest on the Fe I 5242.49 Å line that we fit using the appropriate
analytical formula in the [Fe/H] abundance range from -7 to -2.

We started by generating abundance maps. For each abundance map background
abundance and number of overabundance spots were drawn, and then their diameter,
contrast and position.

Then, using spectrum model and abundance maps, the time series of spectra sam-
pled equidistantly in a phase were integrated. For each abundance map rotational
velocity from 0 to 200 km s−1 and inclination from 0◦ to 180◦ was drawn.

In total 50000 pairs, abundance map – time series, were prepared. Abundance
maps have a resolution 128 × 256. Each time series is composed of 16 spectra of
1024 samples each. During models training, 10% of data were used as validation
data while the rest were used for training.

2 Architecture

An extremely important step in the model selection process is to establish a strong
baseline architecture. A common baseline architecture is a fully connected deep
neural network, which is simple in principle, yet can yield satisfactory results.

Even without information about the spatial structure of data and a large number
of trainable parameters, which makes this type of network prone to overfitting, it
was possible to reconstruct most of the spots in the test data.
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Fig. 1: Our convolutional neural network architecture.

Fig. 2: Models’ predictions. Each row contains results associated with a different abundance
map. In the columns from left, there are: spectra fed into the neural network input, the
expected result (abundance map), the prediction from the fully connected neural network
(dense prediction), and in the last column results from the convolutional neural network
(CNN prediction). Red lines are lines of equal latitude: solid one for 30◦ N, and dashed for
60◦ S. Higher south latitudes are never visible to the observer. For all these experiments
the inclination i = 60◦ and v sin i = 40 km s−1.

The next step was to try the popular architecture for dealing with image data –
a convolutional neural network (CNN, LeCun et al., 1998). We have decided on a
hybrid approach – a fully convolutional network with the best found fully connected
deep neural network as the prediction head. In such a structure CNN layers are
responsible for the creation of informative feature maps which are later used by fully
connected layers to deliver even better predictions on the validation data.

All experiments presented here were implemented using TensorFlow library (Abadi
et al., 2015).

3 Conclusions

Deep neural networks can be trained in the task of the Doppler imaging inversion
and give promising results comparable to traditionally used methods. The strengths
of the DNN-based approach are its speed, simplicity, and generalizability. Impor-
tant directions of further development include taking into account many spectral
lines, further adaptation of the neural network architecture, experiments with the
regularization of predictions, and testing the network with observational data.
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